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Views from Regional Exchanges

Panelists: ELKINS WETHERII[., G. ROBERT ACKERMAN
JAMES F. DOWD

ELKINS WETHERIEi: In May 1965, Mr. Wetherill became the uir5t
full-time president of the PBW Stock Exchange. He is past chairman of
the Pennsylvania Securities Commission and practices law in a firm he
helped found, Henderson, Wetherill, O'Hey & Horsey, in Norriston
Pennsylvania. Mr. Wetherill is a graduate of the University of Pennsbl.
vania and of its law school.
C. ROBERT ACKERMAN: Mr. Ackerman is president of the Pacific
Stock Exchange, an appointment which he received in May 1974. Prior
to joining the Pacific Exchange in 1973, he was associated with
Goodbody & Company, where he was a general partner and served as

a member of the firm's executive committee. Mr. Ackerman is a
graduate of Hamilton College.
JAMES F. DOWD: Mr. Dowd was elected president of the Boston
Stock Exchange in July 1969. He joined the staff of the Securities and
Exchange Commission in 1951 as a trial attorney, and received ap-
pointments as chief enforcement attorney, assistant regional adniini
trator, and New England regional administrator. He is a graduate of
Boston College and of the Boston College Law School.

WETHERILL: Do the regional exchanges have a role to play in the long
term? Even if they have such a role, can they survive the short ternl and
thus have the opportunity to play that long-term role?
390
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i
uld answer yes to both those questions. But saying yes does not

quake it
happen. There are so many unknowns in this formula that it

reminds me of the comedy routine that those two comedians, Bob and

Ray
used to put on. One would say to the other, "I haven't seen you for a

long time.
HoW've you been?" "Gosh, I've been fine. What are you doing

now?" "Well, I've got a new job." "What's that?" "I'm a radio an-

nouncer." 'Gee, that's great. Wriat do you announce?" "Oh, ad lib stock

market
quotations." So, perhaps that is what I am doing. The original

xchange5 have survived for many years. The P8W has survived since

1790, the
oldest exchange in the country. They have survived and played

varying roles over this long period of time. First as very regional exchanges,

trading only regional stocks among regional brokers for regional custom-

ers; then moving into dual listing, trading mostly for regional-only mem-

bers; then expanding into dual listings for dual members; and moving on,

as you all recall, into the late 1 960s when they became to many a conduit

for all kinds of reciprocal business. In addition to their role as market

makers, they actually spent much of their time funneling New York

Stock Exchange commissions, here and there.

Moving then to today's climate, I think we find them stronger than ever.

They are making contributions in areas of innovation, competition, and

regulation. In terms of innovatiOrL they have moved forward in such areas

as foreign members, institutional members, and in providing alternate

specialists. We have opened a floor in Miami, a new experiment. We are

moving toward trading of options and trading of government securities. We

have brought institutional specialists to the floor. Two life insurance

companies are running books on our floor, which is certainly an innovative

move. It has brought needed capital to the floor, and we hope to try to

expand that before we are told that institutions cannot continue as mem-

bers. We developed our own system, which we call CENTRAMART, which

is a computer system that operates on our floor, into which specialists can

input their trades and their quotes. This will help us to tie in not only to the

combined tape, but also to the quote system when it is developed.

The regional exchanges are very much alive and making real contribu-

tions in the areas of innovation, competition, and regulation. We have just

discussed some areas of innovation.
In competition, I think there is no question but that the regional markets

are stronger, that they actually are competing in the market-making func-

tion better than they ever have. They also are competing, as we discussed

in the last panel, in the area of services such as clearing, and in many other

services that are being offered to members.
In regulation, I think the professional staffs the regionals have developed

over the past ten years have provided a much needed link in the field of

regulation, especially in the self-regulatorY area.
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retail business,
as you know, in the Miami area. Miami itself is a parochial

of a place.
They love their football team and various things that are

dear to the hearts of all Miamians. There seems to be a real interest in

doing business
with a Miami-based facility. We are getting a good deal of

interest from
the local banks. Of course, they are not the size of New York,

chicagO, Philadelphia, and Los Angeles banks, but their trust departments

are begiflflmg to grow as people retire, move to Florida, and move their

trust accountS
with them. These banks are directing brokers to place their

orders on the local floor. This is another area where we hope to fill the

short-term gap.
In a month or so, we are going to begin trading in odd lots of

government securities.
This will be another new move for us, in which we

hope some interest will develop.

We are working with the other regional exchanges to develop what we

have called a mini consolidated quotation system, whereby we will link

together the floors of the regional exchanges, and specialists will be able to

know each other's quotes and trade and lay off on each other's books.

This, I think, may have been mentioned yesterday. We are, as I said earlier,

working to bring institutional capital to the floor of the exchange. We have

always felt that if the institutions; with their large orders, are partially

responsible for the illiquidity of the marketplace, then one of the ways to

solve that illiquidity would be to force the institutions to commit a portion

of their capital to the market-making function. This was one of our goals

when we first considered bringing the institutions in as full members of the

exchange. t took us a long time, of course, because of the conflict of

interest and other problems the institutions faced before they could take

this step. But two of them have done it, and another one now is consider-

ing doing so. It is just unfortunate that it happened during the summer that

the market performed so badly; the institutioflS simply did not want to

trade much. So we haven't seen, as yet, the full potential of this experi-

ment. But the money is there and, I think, the trading expertise is there. All

we need is to see a flow of orders for the experiment to become full-blown.

These then, are some of the things I think will enable the regional

exchanges, especially the PBW, to survive this very difficult short-term

period, the period between the adoption of the composite tape and fully

negotiated rates and the adoption of the central market systeill.

I think once we reach the long term, it will be much easier for the

regionals to survive. The long term presupposes
consolidated quotes and

the composite tape already in existence, moving into the national clearing

system, and finally moving into the central market system. In that system,

regional specialists will be able to compete. Not all
regional specialists will

be strong enough to compete; not all will have the expertise, nor will they

have the capital. But I think there will be those who are able to compete

Vi5 from Regional Exchanges 393
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and who, during the course of the trading day, will from time to time
hemaking the best market. If it is the fiduciary obligation of

any broker
an agency order to find the best market, he will be forced

(luringtrading day to go to the regional specialists; not always
but as thehmarkets are the best. I think that the regionals will survive,

and the
wholeexchange system will be stronger once we react) that point.

One of the things I would like to suggest to Mr. Loomis and Con-gressman Moss is something we have mentioned before. That
would be forthe Securities and Exchange Commission to reverse its priorities it see5to me to be an easier way to bridge this gap between
the difficultshort-term period and what seems to be the easier area of fulfillment.

Theyhave been advocating, for some time, two major goals: fully negotiaJ
rates and a central market system. One ties in with the other, If we couldpersuade the good commissioners to reverse their priorities

and worktoward the adoption of the central market system before they go to fullynegotiated rates, it would bridge this gap. Both goals still would beaccomplished. If the industry could persuade the commission_and
wehope to try to do this during the hearings now in progress_that both

goalswill be adopted and that the industry will work hard to move to the central
market system, if the commission will only put off the day of fullynegotiated rates at least until the quotes have been adopted

regionalspecialists will then have access to the whole system, and the
transitionalperiod will be far more orderly and constructive.

ACKERMAN: As I stand here this morning, I can't help but recall sonieofthe remarks Mr. Rickershauser made yesterday. You may remember that heclassified our audience into two basic parts: one being those of us
involved in the so-called real world (that is, those who are engaged inbrokerage firm operations, market making, and exposing their capital onadaily basis), the other being those who are primarily lawyers, academi-
cians, and representatives of the government. Since I do not happen to fallinto either of those categories, I am not sure I should be here at all today.And having listened very attentively yesterday to some of the prognostica-
tions concerning the future of regionals, the thought occurred to me, as Iam sure it has to some of you, that perhaps we on this panel might betterspend our time concentrating on job résumés.

Please do not misconstrue this as an attempt at humor on my part. limNeedham, the chairman of the NYSE (credit to Professor Ratner) expressedat a meeting I attended in San Francisco a couple of weeks ago that this ino time for the head of any stock exchange to try to be funny. So I'll try notto be.
I do not happpen to subscribe at all to the theory that the currentrestructuring of our industry is sounding the death knell for regionalexchanges On the contrary, i feel that the future has never been brighter.
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CedainhY,
have some adjtistt'Tent5 to make and, of course, we will have

come up
with new ways to compete. But we have been doing this for a

Ion
time; we are used to cornpetit!on; and it seems to me that those who

know how to compete have a distinct advantage over those who in the

past have never really had to compete. We at the Pacific Stock Exchange

hpartilY endorse
the central market system because it promises to give us

an
oppoitmntY to compete on an equal basis, arid believe me, that is a real

plus.

Recently at the Pacific, we completed an analysis of the probable effects

on our volume of the emerging central market system. I would like to share

some of those results with you. To begin with, we divided the central

market system into four basic elements: the composite tape, the composite

quotation system, the clearing and depository interfaces combined, and

negotiated rates. For the purposes of this analysis, we have considered it in

two lights: first, the effect on trading activity in terms of the number of

trades and, second, the financial impact each would have on the exchange

overall. We are hoping that the composite tape will be expanded from its

pilot form to include all securities, and that the February twenty-first date

for beginning full operation will be met. We think this is critical. I must

explain that we have taken some broad-band ranges in these figures. We

first considered the most pessimistic possibilities and their ultimate effect

on Pacific. We also have considered an optimistic view, and we then tried

to arrive at a midrange, most likely possibility.
In the composite tape area, we look for an increase in the number of

trades per month in dually traded securities at the Pacific of somewhere in

the neighborhood of 27,000or a 55 percent increase in the number of

executions. The financial effect of this would be an increase in monthly

operating income of some $60,000. There are, of course, some increased

expenditures involved with the composite tape. We have cranked those

figures into our net operating accounts. The second and perhaps more

important element of the central market system, at least to us, is a

composite quotation system. We feel this to be absolutely vital. We believe

that its effect on the Pacific, and on other regionals, will be far more

beneficial than the composite tape. We are striving to recapture trades that

now are off-boarded, and expect to ,ncrease volume by 30 percent due to

the order flow stemming from the best bid or offer that is displayed on a

composite quotation system. We must remember, of course, that there are

two sides to every transaction; there is a buyer as well as a seller. If you

assume, for example, that the New York market is 411/2_7/8 and the PSE

market in that same dually traded issue is 41/8/4, obviously New York

would have the best bid, but Pacific would have the best offer. We would

hope to attract one side of that trade, which would be a 100 percent

increase over what we are seeing today, because of the historical

J
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monopoly that exists in the East, and because of the
cOmmullicat.systems that some brokers have which direct all of their tradingeastern exchanges.

The third element, which also is positive as far as the
Pacific isconcerned, is the clearing and depository interface As yj know

many oithese interfaces are presently underway in pilot form. i would like to take amoment to talk about the interface Pacific has with the National ClearingCorporation. This got underway about six weeks ago and is being
ex-pandeci to handle OTC trades for all NCC members. At the

moment, thisthe only true national clearing interface in the country. Members of thePacific Exchange can clear and settle both listed and unlisted
transactj05through one clearing corporation and obtain one net sheet

ProfessorMendelson has raised the question of whether brokers who are handlingboth listed and unlisted trades always will have to deal with two clearingentities as long as NCC exists. I can assure you that that is not the case asthe interface that Pacific has through its clearing
corporation for over.the.counter trades makes apparent, it would seem to me that the same sort ofarrangement ought to be followed with other clearing

corporations Thisinterface is operating very, very well, and has proved to be a classicexample of what an interface should look like and what it can mean to themembers who make use of it. A clearing interface for listed
securitiespresently is operating on a very limited pilot basis with the
SecuritiesIndustry Automation Corporation (SIAC). We expect to expand this withinthe next couple of weeks, and look for a very positive effect there. We donot see that there will be any additional clearing expense to wire houses,and as a result, we expect additional PSE trades. There also wilt be lessincentive for our dual members to split orders. I think you all are aware ofwhat that means. When an order comes to the Pacific floor, say a thousandshares, our specialist may take only a portion of it; the balance then will beshipped to New York. It may be executed at the same price, in most casesit probably is. The customer is not affected, but the brokerage firm ends uphaving to process two clearing items instead of one, thereby increasing itsexpenses. The interface of clearing corporations will do away with that,and we expect regional exchanges will be shown more orders as a result.We have talked about depositorje5 As you know, Pacific recentlyreceived trust company status for its depository, and is procding aquickly as possible for full interface with both the Midwest and New Yorkdepositories. When that system is c:ompleted

brokers in New York will nolonger be expos to additional charges for shipping stock to the coast,since this can be done through bookkeeping entries. We feel that this willincrease trading on the Pacific and on other regionals that are involved inthe interface We expect this will translate into 5,000 trades per month, foran estimatj 10 percent increase in the
number of executions. The dollar
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impact from the depositorY interface should represent an additional

i 000 per month in net operating income.

The fourth element of the central market system is negotiated rates. This

icihe one area that we see as detrimental to regional exchanges, including

the pacific. It is detrimental because we expect a loss of business due to

the reciprocal
aspect that Elkins Wethedll touched on a few minutes ago,

and we see a reduction in the number of firms doing brokerage business.

We estimate the negative effect as being a loss of 80 percent of the
reciprocal business we currently receive, plus business lost from brokerage

firms that may disappear. From this, we look for a decrease of 9,000 trades

per month. The financial effect of negotiated rates, and this again is

midrange, comes to something like $20,000 per month.

So it is important to us that before proceeding with negotiated rates, we

make sure that the other elements of the central market system are in place

and operating. These other elements all are beneficial to us; but in their

absence and with the advent of negotiated rates, there is no question hut

that the regional exchanges could experience some difficulty. Once all four

elements are in place, the net effect should be beneficial for regional
exchanges. We estimate a 62 percent increase in the number of trades and

a total positive financial effect of approximately $35,000 per month. We
have not cranked into any of these estimates such factors as fiduciary

requirements by brokers to seek the best market. We have not considered

the effect of a class action suit by a public investor who was forced to pay

an unnecessary tax because of the marketplace his broker designated. I

think such a suit is inevitable. I think when that comes, the public investor

will make certain that his broker does not expose his sell order to a
marketplace that requires payment of a tax, but will insist that his order go

to an exchange outside of New York. Also, we have not taken into account

what effects entry into the options business by the Pacific Exchange will

have. We fully intend to enter the options business, and are proceeding

rapidly to prepare a plan for submission to the SEC sometime next year.

The real world today recognizes that makeiplaces are chosen by broker-

age firms primarily on the basis of their own economics, and not on that of

the public customer. I think brokers should check all markets to obtain and

consider factors such as the tax consequences to their customers. We see

this practice changing under a central market system, and we see the

resulting redistribution of order flow having a positive effect for the Pacific

Stock Exchange.

DOWD: We in Boston obviously have not anticipated with great glee

the impact of fully negotiated rates in advance of a central market system. I

can confess candidly that, if we had our druthers, we would much rather

have the central market system in place before fully negotiated rates are
adopted. The reasons, I think, are clear. As both Elkins and Bob indicated,
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we feel that fully unfixed rates will have a negative impact
on IflCCntjvesfor regional exchange membership. II a sole member

(an negotiate asatisfactory rate to have all of his business done in New York, does ireally need a regional membership? I hope that Congressman Moss andPhil l.00mis, as part of my captive audience, will bear in mind that theimposition of fully negotiated rates, before at least the key elements of thecentral market system are in place, could have
severe results on theregionals, and particularly on their membership.

As indicated yesterday, the regionals have been innovative in manyareas, and it is hoped that they will continue to be innovators. If they docome up with innovative packages for members and investors, theycertainly have a right to a place in tomorrow's sunrise. You have heardfrom Dave Rubin, from Dave Heller, from Barry Tague, from ElkinsWetherill, and Bob Ackerman, and can conclude that the regionals havenot been rolled over dead for the past ten years. Indeed, most of theinnovations in this industry have been developed,
massaged, and eitherdiscarded or adopted initially by the regionals. In automated clearing, incommunications, in custodianship, the regionals have been the pioneers.In a word, we intend to survive the advent of fully competitive rates in acentral market system. Collectively, we look forward to unfixed rates withgreat anticipation, provided that the key elements are in place at the propertime.

What have we been doing in Boston in anticipation of these impacts? AsDave Rubin indicated this morning, we have almost completed our con-version toward the continuous net settlement system. We have beenclearing OTC securities very successfully for the past eighteen months. Wehave applied to the Massachusetts
legislature for authority to have the bankcommissioner issue us a limited purpose trust company charter for thepurpose of establishing

a depository in New England. There is no doubtthat political problems have prevented our obtaining a full-purpose trustdepository. The simple fact was that the major banks in Boston could notagree among themselves as to who the depository would be. Therefore we,the innocent, had to pick up the ball and run to the legislature to seek ourown limited purpose trust charter. Since we have been a neutral party, wehave been able to get at least a position of no opposition from the majorbanks in Boston. I think with the advent of the new legislative session, inJanuary, it will not be too long before we will have our limited purposecharter. All of you heard this morning how important the clearing anddepository system is to the national systems of tomorrow, and we certainlyare going to be a part of that system.We are in the midst of a major renovation and enlargement of our floor.
And you may say, Why would an exchange in its right mind be spending
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a quarter of a million dollars, in these days, enlarging its floor? Maybe
I

will regret the impetus I have given to this. However the fact is that for the
past three years we just could not add any more people to our floor. By
January 1, we will have room for nineteen new businessmen on our
floorOfle indication that we are optimistic about the future.

One year ago we organized a back-office service company similar to
Midwest's and to that on the Pacific Coast. We anticipated that this would
operate in the red for the first eighteen months. We were pleasantly
surprised when in August we broke into the black, not even a year into
operation. This has been a very successful venture.

As all of you probably know, we are one of the exchanges that accepts
foreigners into membership. This dates back to 1969 when we accepted a
subsidiary of the second largest bank in Germany. We are not entirely
unselfish in this posture. It has been good for our membership, it has been
good for the exchange. and it certainly has been good for the New England
region. When these foreign banks come to Boston, they bring with them
very substantial deposits. It also helps to broaden the shareholder base of
U.S. issuers. The foreign members' customers are big buyers, and the fact is
that when they buy, they rarely sell.

This leads into another innovative system that we in Boston have
undertaken. We are the only exchange, so far as I know, that offers
custodianship service. This is a logical outgrowth of foreign membership. It
makes no sense for foreigners to buy securities and have them shipped
overseas. The building that we occupy was formerly the home office of the
State Street Bank, and has a beautiful, big, Class A vault. It made good
sense for us to develop, at the Dresden Bank's request, a complete
custodianship package. At the last audit, we were sitting on nearly $2
billion of U.S. securities for sixteen foreign accounts. We are not in

competition with the banks because we are not bankers; we do not require

deposits. Those deposits are sitting in New England banks. We are perform-

ing a required, necessary, and obviously very efficient service as custodian

for foreign accounts. This grows year by year, and I can tell you that it has

been a very good adjunct to our overall service package.
We look on the advent of the common tape and the quotes with mixed

emotions. Obviously, it is not without some fear and trepidation. Barry

Tague and Elkins WetheriIl referred briefly this morning to a mini central

mart where we, Midwest, Pacific, and Philadelphia are considering the

exchange of specialists' quotes among ourselves, so that orders that could

not be completed, for example on the Pacific, might be tried in Philadel-

phia, in Boston, or the Midwest. I am not saying there isn't any

competitive aspect in our thinking on this, but it seems to me that if friends

in the regionals can't help each other, who can? And the business that will

399Views from Regional Exchanges
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flow to each other, the superfluous business that cannot he (Ion o thePacific, the Philadelphia, or the Midwest, can flow tO one of the Others f u Ithink we all will benefit from it.

OPEN DISCUSSION

Other participants, in order of initial cornnlent:

Donald M. Feuerstein
Salomon Brothers

Philip A. toornis Jr.
Securities and Exchange Commission

Robert R. Glauher
Harvard University

Jay H. Mintz
Mitchum, Jones & Templeton Inc.

Michael Gross
Bunker Ramo Corporation

Donald U. Weeden
Weeden and Company, Inc.

Thomas J. Lewis
losepthal and Company, Inc.

John A. McQuown
Independent financial consultant

Jon Lovelace Jr.

Capital Research & Management Company, Inc.
Charles E. Rickershauser Jr.

Mun get, Tolles, Hills & Rickershauser
William H. Painter

University of Illinois
William D. Ireland

Bank of America
Clemens T. Lou ker

Bateman, Fichier, Hill & Richards

FEUERSTFIN. Yesterday we had some discussion that the experience inthis indust, has been that reform seems to come only from chaos, crisis,and catastrophe. I wonder, since the regional exchange presidents aresuggesting that we should create the central market systems before wehave negotiated rates, if you would comment on (a) what form you thinkthe composite quotation System would take; (b) what kind of cooperation



you could expect from the New York Stock Exchange in implementing it;
and (c) how long you think it would take.

DOWD: Boston, Philadelphia, Midwest, and Pacific, with or without
New York, are considering going forward with an exchange of quotations
We think ills very important that we do this. As you know, for years the
specialists on the regionals have been Operating almost in a blind with only
the New York tape to show last-sale prices, but eveii NYSE members who
are regional specialists on the Pacific floor or on Philadelphia's floor cannot
receive directly the needed NYSE quotations on their floors. So we do think
it is very important that we give each other our quotes as Soon as possible.
I do not anticipate that New York will jump at the opportunity of swapping
quotes with us. Maybe there will be a change in New York's outlook on its
"proprietary" rights to its quotations. Maybe there will be a change in their
planned opposition to Rule 17a-14. I hope so, because I do think it is
necessary.

ACKERMAN: I have also noticed, in recent conversations with Jim
Needham, a certain flexibility in his thinking on that. At last report, he was
prepared to go to his board with a suggestion that they rethink the question
as to proprietary rights on quotes and their willingness to share these with
other markets.

LOOMIS: I want primarily to report, for purposes of discussion, a

statement on this topic that I heard on Tuesday when the Midwest Stock
Exchange was in for our hearings. They indicated they were basically in
favor of competitive rates, but like the other regional exchanges, they have
some doubts as to its timing. But they did not say that the central market
system had to be in place before we went to competitive rates. They simply
said that the legislation now pending in Congress should pass before we go
on with competitive rates, and that they could go fairly soon after that
occurred. They were concerned about the condition of the economy, but
did not think that was controlling on the decision. This is another rather
statesmanlike viewpoint on this question, primarily because it is con-
templated that when the central market system becomes operational there
will not be fixed rates. Looking at all the plans, it seems to be the central
feature, so it may be difficult to get the central market system in place and
operating under a fixed rate regime. I am not quite sure how that can be
done. But I agree with the Midwest people that prompt enactment of this
legislation would be enormously helpful.

GLALJI3ER: I would like to ask the panel to explore some of the
implications of the impact of negotiated rates on the number of securities
exchange member firms. Mr. Ackerman suggested that there is likely to be
a decline in the number of members under negotiated rates. It has often
been argued that the really important impact of this decline will not be on
the character of the secondary market for securities, but rather on the
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primary market, that is, on the ability of corporations to sell
Securities andraise new capital. I take it that in your support of competitive rateshave given some consideration to this argument and have

concluded that itdoes not carry enough weight for you to take a position agains[ such rates.ACKERMAN: I feel that the Securities and Exchange Commission has notfully developed its position on negotiated rates, and we feel this is an areain which there still are too many unknowns. We have not Come out in lullsupport of, nor have we come out in Opposition to,
negotiated rates. Thefact is, we have not taken a position, and are not prepared to do so at thismomentand probably will not be for some period of time. One fact wethink is determinable is that it will lead to considerable attrition in ourindustry. I do not know whether that is going to mean the larger firms, themedium-sized, or the smaller firms. I do not think there is any questionhowever, but that there will be some attrition.

We also are extremely concerned with a subject that has been discussedwhich I find of interest. We have not talked about the problems that areinherent in the processing of transactions within a negotiated rate envi-ronroent. If we have as many different rates as 'e have different
brokeragefirms, and take yet another step and figure that there are as many differentrates within a firm as there are different types of transactions, I am not surethat the industry is prepared physically to handle the processing of thatbusiness. The computer programming that would be involved is considerable, assuming for example that you had a hundred different rate structureswithin one firm because it does a hundred different types of business. tinvolves, obviously very, very substantial

computer programming Havinghad some experience in Goodbody and Company with what happenswhen you go overboard in computer programming I have had goodreason to be very wary of this problem. I am not sure that that is ananswer to your question. I guess what you are asking is, If the regionals aregoing to suffer attrition because of negotiated rates, will that not alsoaffect the New York Stock Exchange? And my answer to that is, Yes, itwould.

GLAUBER: Excuse me, when I said primary market I did not mean todistinguish between the New York Stock Exchange and the regionalexchanges, but rather between the market for existing securities and themarket for newly issued securities, by which corporations raise newcapital.

ACKERMAN. It would seem logical to me, if you are going to have somereduction in the number of firms doing business, presumably that wouldmean a reduction in the ability to raise additional capital, because you arenot going to have the same number of people pounding on as many doors.That is what it is all about
MINTL: I would like to ask two questions. First, to Bob Ackerman and to
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Jim Dowd: Do each of your exchanges have plans for initiating option
trading? If so, where are you in your plans? Second, and this is for
anybody: Does anybody anticipate that the increasing volume in option
trading might have an adverse impact on the ability of companies to raise
new equity capital?

DOWD: Boston does not, at present, plan to trade options. Maybe it is
our old, conservative, puritanic heritage; we took at the game going on but
are glad that it is in Chicago's rather than our backyard. I think that option
trading has a place for its type of investor. I am delighted that the capability
is available to those who choose to avail themselves of it. I am just as
delighted, however, that it is not in my backyard, that I do not have to
worry about it.

Could I come back and add one additional point by way of an answer to
Bob Glauber's question? We understand and are concerned about the
possible demise of the regional firm. We are convinced that in some areas
regional firms, as opposed to the national wire houses, are prepared for the
future. They have in the past and presumably will continue in the future to
wait until the farmer is finished milking or plowing to talk to him, or will
wait until Saturday morning to talk to him. Certain regional firms will
continue to get the business they have enjoyed for years, regardless of
negotiated rates. But I will not be overly optimistic and conclude that this
will answer all our problems. We look for some membership shrinkage
among regional firms, Once they are able to negotiate attractive packages
for all services with a New York correspondent, they will rio longer need,
and have little or no economic incentive to maintain, a regional member-
ship.

GROSS: This is a question relative to the consideration of making the
quotes available among the regionals. Would the regionals, prior to
proposed enactment of Rule 17a-14, make those quotes available to
broker-dealers; and in either case, might NASDAQ be a suitable vehicle
for that purpose?

DOWD: It might be a second stage. I think as soon as possible the
quotes of dealers on various floors should be made available to each other,
at least, I would hope, to the trading desks of the major users of the
exchanges. But I do not think you need to have a nationwide distribution
of Boston, Philadelphia, Midwest, and Pacific quotes to every trading desk
in the country to get this thing off the ground. I think it is a worthwhile
second step and a very necessary one, however.

ACKERMAN: I agree with that.
WEEDEN: I would like to go back to Bob Glauber's question about

primary markets and secondary markets, and try to pop a balloon which

has been raised so long and is full of hogwash; that is, the primary market

is dependent upon a particular type of secondary market. I think we should
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understand that the main primary market is in bonds and
OVerthecour,terstocks, for both of which the secondary market always has bepo over thecounter. That market is going to survive if COfllpensation to the Street issufficient to attract the efforts of the salesmen, and their merchandise issomething that is particularly interesting to the buying public. I think wehave found that despite the over-the-counter organization of the secondamarket in bonds, the bond market has become a very, very attractive areaof public investment and has become a most lucrative area for the industryI think if anything threatens the exchange, it is that they have a commjs0rate structure that makes the sale of stock in the secondary

market lessattractive to merchandise than a sale of the same stock when it comes outas a new issue. If we are going to go down the road of niore and more newissues, like Southern Company or Virginia Electric, the efforts of theindustry are going to be toward concentrating on the opportunities in theprimary market. I do not see any relation whatever between the primarymarket and the manner in which the secondary market is organizedGLAUBER: Isn't it true that many of the brokers who distributed forexaniple, the Southern Company's recent issue, derive a considerableamount of their revenues from transactions in the secondary market onorganized exchanges? It is probably misleading to say that most of thesecurities distributed are traded initially in the
over-thecounter marketand, therefore, that the type of primary market or the type of secondarymarket doesn't have very much to do with it.

WEEDEN: Southern Company and Virginia Electric: we inquired as toover-the-counter market profit opportunities for such securities, and that iswhat the complaint of the exchanges is, that the profit opportunities in theStreet will be even greater if you have an opportunity either to make dealerspreads or to charge whatever commission you thought would be appro-priate for that merchandise.
F[UERSTEIN. I am usually a calm fellow, but this is the one area in thiswhole debate that makes me angry. It makes me angry when this issue israised for two reasons:
First, whether we like it or notand there are reasons not to like ittheflow of savings in this country is institutionalized to a considerable extent.It reaches securities markets in large part through institutions, not directlyfrom individuals To think that you can finance American industry byselling new issues primarily to individuals when it is primarily the institu-tions that are getting the money, to me is nonsense Moreover, it does nottake the present size of sales force to sell new issues to financial institu-tions. It is true that you can have important social debates about whether itis good or bad to have financial institutions become more powerful. Butunless there are substantial changes in tax and other laws that cause thefunds to flow to these institutions, it is and will be a continuing fact of life.



Second, and the point that particularly makes nie angry about this issue,
is the real economic value of the system that we now are supposedly
jeopardizing. It is true that in the 1960s the Securities industry Constructed
a magnificient mechanism for raising capital from the public. But I think
we have to step back for a second and ask ourselves: For what kind of busi

ness
did we raise equity capital? I do not think it is an accident that today the basic
core of all industrialized societies, our utilities, our transportation system, our
heavy industries, all are either in serious financial and capital difficulties or on
the verge of bankruptcy. I think it may be that the mechanism we constructed
in the 1 960s, which we look upon as the golden age of the securities industry,
infact, misallocated capital from areas of importance to those that are
peripheral to an industrialized economy. This capital-raising mechanism may
have come close to being the destruction of our economy rather than
something very important.

LEWIS: I would like to return to the poor old regional stock exchanges.
There has been in the past an excuse used by major wire houses to explain
why they do not use the regionals. I can speak with experience on the
Pacific Coast. Their execution setup funnels orders from many branch
offices, through their computers, directly to New York. This is justified on
the basis of cost and efficiency, particularly in a busy market. With that
background, we go to the composite tapes, and more importantly we
anticipate some day a composite quote system. What response will the
wire houses give now, and I am thinking mainly of retail orders, when the
best bid is showing on one of the regionals. There is a money factor, and I
would assume they are going to have to change their software. If they do
not search out the best bid and offer, would there be any pressure put on
them by the regulatory body to do so?

ACKERMAN: I think the point you are raising is a very good one, and it
is one that we have considered in quite some depth. It has to do with the
public customer's becoming more knowledgeable because of the addi-
tional visibility provided by the composite tape and quotation systems. I
think he is going to become more active in directing the brokerage firm as
to where he wants his order put. This has not been the case to datea fact
to which I can attest, having been on the other side of that coin, as a
partner in a New Yorkheadquartered, eastern-dominated brokerage firm,
with partners who were members on the New York floor. I can recall on
several occasions hearing it argued, quite successfully, that we always
wanted to direct our orders to the eastern floors because the regional
exchanges were not well enough capitalized and the execution might not
be as good as it would be in the East. Quite frankly, I believed that and
followed the policy in the branch offices with which I was involved for

quite some time. I see now, because of the exposure I have had to regional

exchanges, that this has not necessarily been the case. Certainly, there
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have been instances where one market might be better than others, but Ithink that the executions you can obtain on regional exchangesI am nottalking about orders in size, I am talking about small tradeswill be almostidentical to. in many cases somewhat better than, what is available on theprimary markets.
DOWD: I recall a year ago last July when trading

in OccidentalPetroleum was suspended on the NYSE because of an influx of orders. Thelarge national wire houses that had been telling us for years that all ordershad to go to the primary market very quickly found the way to the variousregionats, none of whom had suspended trading, to have their customers'orders executed. They found us when they had to.
LOVELACE: I would like to go back for a minute to the two points thatDon Feuerstein mentioned made him angry, and talk about the first of thetwo, the heavy flow of money to the institutions. That is really a factor othe most recent period. If you go back to the period 1960 to 1968, thegrowth of stockholdings of individuals compounded at about 11 percentper year over the eight-year period. It is the same for institutions and fortotal stock outstanding. The dramatic difference in proportion betweeninstitutions and individuals has occurred since 1968, and directly parallelsa period in which total

commissions in the general securities business havegone down and firms have left the business. I think that still may besomething of a debatable item, on a long-range basis; but I think that thenumber of firms in the business and their profitability probably are relatedimportantly to the proportion of the volume accounted for by the indi-vidual investor vis--vis institutional investing.McQUOWN: My first comments here pertain to those by Don Feuer-
stein. I think I heard him asserting a causal link between the currentfinancial difficulty of utilities, transportation companies, etc., and theinstitutionalization of investment capital. If so, he may not realize that theproblem with those companies is that their return on investment is com-petitively low. Both individuals and institutions direct their capital throughexisting market mechanisms to investments according to their perceivedattractiveness. I doubt that the capital-raising mechanisms themselves areeven indirectly related to the apparent low expectations for those com-

panies. I find another
causal hypothesis

more probable: the financialdifficulty of those firms stems from government controls on prices, regu-lated entry, and restricted freedom to act or innovate. The result: thosecompanies no longer offer competitive returns and therefore can't raisecapitalindividual or institutional.
Second, I have a question about the reasons for institutional membership

on regional exchanges. There are at least three
advantages offered to theinstitution: reduced commission expense, market making, and clearing-depository. Negotiated rates will most probably reduce the incentive of
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institutional membership for the first reason. But why wouldn't institutions
still be interested in the latter two? And, what about innovations, couldn't
they attract institutional members?

DOWD: With fully negotiated rates, there will be very little incentive for
an institutiOn to have membership, even apart from the requirements of
Rule 19b-2, which at present requires them to obtain at least 80 percent of
their business from unaffiliated sources. This is not to say, however, that all
institutions will have to get out. It may well be that Phoenix, which is on
the floor at PBW and has committed up to half a million dollars, more if
necessary, in market making as a specialist, will desire to continue this
activity as a separate profit center. Other institutions may find this prospect
attractive, not to save money on their portfolio brokerage, but to operate a
regional specialist book as a profit center. We hope that other institutions
will consider this possibility in the future.

RICKERSHAUSER: In his question about execution, Tom Lewis referred
to "the regionals" as though they were a homogeneous group. Everyone
else tends to lump the regionals together semantically as well. Yet we all
do know that different regional stock exchanges are different. On the
Pacific, during the month of October, two national wire firms hooked up
with the automatic execution service that accounted for approximately 30
percent of total transactions volume. The automatic execution innovation
is one of the reasons you can get a slightly more optimistic tone from Bob
Ackerman than you could yesterday from Barry Tague. Those wire firms
obviously are executing because they think their customer is getting a good
execution, while they are doing it cheaper. Now, the trouble is that, no
doubt, New York will eventually come up with a similar execution system;
so we will just have to stay a step ahead of them.

LOOMIS: I was going back to Tom Lewis's question in his exchange
with Mr. Ackerman. Where have the regulators been all this time? The
question has been raised, over the years, as to why some of these wire
houses set up their switching systems so that the issues went automatically
to the floor of the New York. The answer you always get, or got, was that

New York was, as it calls itself, "The Exchange." It was presumed that
every customer wanted his order executed on the New York Stock Ex-

change unless he specified, in advance, to the contrary; and the wire
house expected to have lots of explaining to do if it executed a customer's

order anywhere else. But as Chuck Rickershauser has just said, that climate

is changing, and with the composite tape and the composite quotes, I do

not think that one can maintain any longer the doctrine that the customers

never have heard of any exchange except New York.

PAINTER: I am still concerned. Don Feuerstein is a very good friend of

mine, and I would not want him to go away from this helpful conference

mad. I would like to ask him, although it is true that a substantial amount
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of primary investment is, as he says, being channeled through
institutionalsources today, is it not also true, as Sidney Flonier pointed Out to Us, thatincreasingly, individual or private investors are investing not in Stocks butin good-grade bond issues? This of course speaks well for the

fldividualprivate investor. All I anì suggesting is that possibly what we are seeing is ashift out of equities into bonds.
FEUERSTEIN: I think that is taking place.
MINTZ: Back to Tom's question. I think one of the problems with thequotation system might be that if one goes down to the floor of the PacificStock Exchange with a small order of a hundred or two hundred

shares,one might find that by the time he gets there, the quote is gone and hecould have done better in New York. However, I think I would be inclinedto advise my brokerage clients to have a written procedure requiring thattheir order go to where the best market is, as indicated on the quotationsystem. I would include regional exchanges only if the brokerage firmscould be assured of receiving the next print in New York following receiptof the order on the floor of the regional exchange.
ACKERMAN: That is essentially the guts of the Cornex system wherebyall orders up to 199 shares (this is the system Chuck

Rickershatjse,. and PhilLoomis referred to) are processed automatically, untouched by humanhands, through a computer and executed at a price based on the next NewYork print. There is a formula involved, depending
upon whether the nextprint is a plus tick or a minus tick. A recent study of ours took a samplingof a hundred executions that occurred on Coiiix and found that all ofthem were equal to or better than they would have been had the ordergone directly to New York. On 43 percent of the trades they were better.MINTZ: I think the quotation system will go a long way toward gettingan order flow to you. Integrating the system that you now have will createa certain degree of reliability that one will get in an execijtion as good as, ifnot better than, on the floor in New York.

ACKERMAN: Isn't it true, and I guess this is a basic fact of life, that ifeach market maker has available to him the quotes on markets that aremade in other places, and a floor broker comes up to him with an order,for example, in New York, and the quotation on a regional may be thebetter quotation than he is being shown by his New York specialist, is itnot a fact of life that the New York specialist might be inclined to changehis quotation in order to keep the business on that floor? I'd expect us towind up with a series of marketplaces in which quotations are going to bevirtually indentical
MINTZ: That may happen with brokers on the New York floor. As to theclient out in the hinterland however, he does not yet have that communi-cation with the New York specialists; they are basically going to be lookingat the quotation system, certainly in the trading department of the firm.



ACKERMAN: It will be going through the floor broker On the floor in
quection however, and he will be aware of markets on other floors It will
be at the floor broker's discretion, not at the specialist's discretion, as to
where the order is executed.

MINTZ: The hope is that that decision might be made in the trading
department of the firm. If riot, it would have to go to the floor broker in
New York and then get shipped back.

ACKERMAN: The hoie is it would be made by the firm itself based on
the best interest of the customer; or by the customer himself by designating
the marketplace in which he chooses to do business, either because of tax
reasons, as we discussed before, or for any other reason.

MINTZ: A brokerage firm should consider with its legal counsel the
content of written procedures which may be adopted in connection with a
composite quotation system.

IRELAND: In my continual effort to keep the "rea! world" of trading
before the group, I would like to make a couple of comments as to how we
are going to be affected next year. The industry has set up a composite tape
that probably will run much faster than we can read. They are coming up
with the composite quotation system, but it is unclear whether or not we
will really have it on our desks. You developed a system of negotiated
commissions, in which, after we have done the trading we will have to try
to negotiate a commission, which would naturally bind us because of
fiduciary requirements. We are going to have to make public certain of our
large holdings and transactions on a quarterly basis, which will open us up
to a certain amount of criticism. I just hope that we do not have too many
more improvements.

LELJKER: Commissioner Loomis alluded to this, and it is one thing that
has not been discussed too much here. In an over-the-counter execution,
especially since the advent of NASDAQ, it is fairly simple for the trader or
the order clerk handling a public order to obtain best execution. The client,
when he receives his confirmation, just notices that it was sold over the
counter with the broker acting either as agent or as principal. But the thing
I have been fighting for during the twenty-eight years I have been with a
regional firm is the matter of education. We still have orders that we
receive either from our registered representative or from our clients saying,
"This order is to be executed in New York only." It so happens that our
computer channels all dually listed orders to our man on the floor of the
Pacific Stock Exchange, and he makes the decision, based on where the
client can obtain best execution. If the specialist on the Pacific Exchange
cannot execute that order on the next sale, and if he is unable to protect
it, the order is shipped immediately by our wire to New York. Believe it
or not, very little time has elapsed. We do not waste that much time.

Nevertheless, the educational process to the registered rep and to the
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client, under a central market system, is to convince them both that anorder executed on the Pacific, or Midwest, or third market was the
bestexecution. U is still, I think, a very difficult thing to do, and a vasteducational program has to be developed.

WEEDENe Bob, isn't what Clem just said at the heart of all our problems?We have to re-educate people on this concept of primary and
secondarymarkets. The composite tape and the quotation system are going to go along way in doing that. It might end up that because we are riot as good aswe think, and can't maintain our competitive position either in marketmaking, clearing, communications, or access, all the business will end up onthe New York after all. But for the first time we will have an opportunity

riot only to educate the public that there are other competitive markets, buteven our own membership. In the way that jay Mintz asked the questjon__if I go to the Pacific Coast I might miss the niarket in New Yorkit couldjust as easily be rephrased the other way, asif I go to New York, I might
miss the market on the Pacific Coast. Now, you do not think of it that waybecause New York is the primary market; but for you, it probably takeslonger to get to New York and find out that the quote no longer is anygood. It also costs you more to go out there, you as a broker; so once weget the tape and the quotation system even you might change your attitudethat your customer will be better served by taking the risk of going to thePacific Coast before trying the New York. You might end up finding thateven though the Pacific Coast is outside the New York range, the net costto the customer will be just as good as if the trade had been done in NewYork; and for the first time you and your customer will be satisfied withexecuting on the Pacific Coast, outside the NYSE range, which you will notdo today.
ACKERMAN. With your usual, unerring accuracy you have managedagain to pinpoint the heart of the problem, It is very definitely aneducational process, one that is not only long in coming, but also will notbe accomplished easily or overnight. We have our own investment corn-rnunity, in addition to the public. I am not sure which has to be educatedfirst. I would probably be inclined to think that it would be our owninvestment community meaning the registered representatives, the branchoffice managers, and on up the ladder, who most need to he educated onthis topic. The elements of the central market system, some of which wehave discussed here, I think go a long way toward helping that educationalprocess come about.

RICKERSHAUSER: I want to make a statement I noticed in the programit says we are going to have an open discussion period. I assume thatanyone has a right to make a statement without necessarily offendinganyone else. I am impressed by the importance and potential of theautomatic execution facility developed by the Pacific Coast Exchange. In
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my thinking it is an important first step toward what the central marketsystem is all about. It provides an answer,
eventually, to the guarantee ofbest execution, and to the way the regiondl
exchanges can eliminate theirinferiority complex, which is flow very pervasive. If the various regionalexchanges each develop an automatic execution System on their own floorand then tie them together with a quotation System, their various specialistswill have priority and precedence in terms of where an order goes. If awire house sends an order into that System, and if there are severalquotations at the same level, it will automatically go to the market makerwho got there first. It will then be possible for
any regional market maker tohave an opportunity to attract business by being "first" with the "best"price. That is what it is going to take to make a real central market systemfor public orders.

For a long time nobody thought that there ever would be a central
market system, of that sort, for institutional trades; but if there are four, five,
or six market makers operating under such a system, I can imagine that the
progression from 201, 250, or 300 shares and from five, six, or seven
market makers will occur very rapidly, and will permit us to get good,
automatic execution for orders up to 1 ,000 or 2,000 shares in the not too
tar distant future. I think it could be developed beyond that, but in any
event we then will have something that can truly be called a central market
system.

ACKERMAN: To answer your question, first, there is nothing magical
about the 199 figure. Obviously this could be handled as an odd lot,
automatic execution system only, but was expanded to 100 shares plus the
odd lot, up to the 1 99-share position. The disappointing part of this
discussion to mc is that :t appears the Pacific's automatic execution system
comes as somewhat of a revelation to many of the persons here, despite
the fact that it has been in operation for some four or five years. Probably
this is one of the Pacific Exchange's least desired but best kept secrets.
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